QHP INDIVIDUALS ENROLLED IN QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS (QHP) OR MEDICAID FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS (MCA)

FEBRUARY 2016 TOTAL 231,120  
FEBRUARY 2017 TOTAL 215,946

- 85,430 QHP - Ind - VHC
- 69,084 QHP - Ind - VHC
- 44,629 QHP - Ind - Direct Enroll
- 27,416 MCA - Child
- 28,775 MCA - Adult

INDIVIDUALS ENROLLED IN QUALIFIED HEALTH PLANS (QHP) OR MEDICAID FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS (MCA) and Medicaid for Children and Adults (MCA) as reported by Vermont Health Connect and Vermont’s legacy ACCESS system. MCA includes Dr. Dynasaur and CHIP but does not include Medicaid for the Aged, Blind, and Disabled (MABD).

WHERE DO VERMONTERS LIVE?

- Population
- Medicaid (MCA & MABD)
- QHP - Ind - VHC

PERCENTAGE OF COUNTY BY TYPE OF HEALTH COVERAGE

- Medicaid (MCA & MABD)
- QHP - Ind - VHC

WHO IS NEW

QHP INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE YOUNG ADULTS (26-34)

- 23.4% of new enrollments
- 12.9% of re-enrollments

QHP INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING FINANCIAL HELP

- 85.5% of new enrollments
- 75.8% of re-enrollments

*Medicaid demographics as of January 2017.
**Note: Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
WHO GETS FINANCIAL HELP TO PURCHASE A QHP AND WHAT ARE THEY PAYING FOR HEALTH CARE?

**INCOME**
- **< $35,640 INDIVIDUAL**
- **< $72,900 FAMILY OF FOUR**
- **> $47,520 INDIVIDUAL**
- **> $97,200 FAMILY OF FOUR**

**INCOME**
- **< 300% Federal Poverty Level**
- **300% - 400% Federal Poverty Level**
- **> 400% Federal Poverty Level**

**ELIGIBLE FOR:**
- Advanced Premium Tax Credits
- Vermont Premium Assistance
- Cost-Sharing Reductions*

**ELIGIBLE FOR:**
- Advanced Premium Tax Credits Only

**NOT ELIGIBLE FOR:**
- Financial Help

**65% of enrolled individuals**

**12% of enrolled individuals**

**23% of enrolled individuals**

**PLAN SELECTION**
- **4% Platinum**
- **16% Bronze**
- **5% Gold**
- **76% Silver**

**PLAN SELECTION AMONG INDIVIDUALS ELIGIBLE FOR COST-SHARING REDUCTION**

**PLAN SELECTION AMONG INDIVIDUALS NOT-ELIGIBLE FOR COST-SHARING REDUCTIONS**
- **2% Catastrophic**
- **14% Platinum**
- **44% Gold**
- **26% Bronze**

**PREMIUM**
- **MONTHLY PREMIUM FOR MOST COMMON SILVER PLAN**
  - **$143 (after $378 subsidy)**
  - **$521 (full price)**

---

*Note: There are four tiers of cost-sharing reductions. Depending on income, an individual in a Standard Silver CSR plan could have a deductible between $100 and $2,150 and a maximum out-of-pocket between $550 and $4,900.

**The BCBSVT Standard Silver Plan is the most common plan. To see which plan will likely have the lowest total costs for your particular family situation please click “Decision Tools” at http://VermontHealthConnect.gov.

***Note: Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding.